
Most Type A comments implemented (some no longer relevant after changes from other
reviewers).

Type B:
● The angles \theta and \alpha are not well related. In Section 4, the computation use

\theta, but data measurement use \alpha as the table rotation angle. It can be reminded
the incident angle \theta is 0 when the particle perpedicularly intercepts with sensor. Also
in this case \alpha is 0. Otherwise, in the XYZ coordinate drawing in Fig6, one can
assume the \alpha is 90 degrees.

○ We now specify that alpha is the angle of the device, and thus not necessarily the
angle at which the proton hits.

● measurements are down for angle up to 18deg. I think they should write why they did not
go to higher angle(maybe it is the maximum angle of their table).

○ We prefer not to mention the mechanical restrictions of the rotating table, as it
does not influence the results very much. The behavior at increasing angle is
clearly described.

● comparison which the current tracker performances would be nice
○ We chose not to include the current tracker numbers.

● shown in Fig.1 -> only a quarter is show in Fig1 + a quote on the radius from beam line
(as for IT)

○ We’re now leaving the geometric measurements to the figure (to avoid cluttering
up the paragraph with too many numbers). The fact that the sketch only shows a
quarter can probably be omitted from the text here, as the point of the figure is
just to describe the new Tracker.

● CBC3 ASIC -> first mention, good to give acronym or brief definition of the kind of ASIC
for non experts

○ Added the full word for CBC.
● L27  It will be clear to specify which of the pitch and length is in r-phi and z orientation.

○ We’ve added that the strips will be parallel to the beam direction (we’ve avoided
using the r/phi/z coordinates since we only uses them in the Figure).

● LpGBT -> first mention, good to give acronym or brief definition of the kind of ASIC for
non experts

○ We’ve used the full name of LPGBT in its first instance.
● L40: Fermilab Test Beam facility -> ref to a website would be good

○ There is no “clean” citation for the test beam facility itself (and we hesitate to
simply cite a website). Any curious reader can readily find the relevant
information online.

● L93: is it obvious why this tuning mechanism is not available for HIP thresholds?
○ The HIP tuning mechanism was not implemented because of space restrictions

on the chip, and to avoid making it overly complex. We prefer not to make a
negative statement like this in the paper, so we’ll leave any mention off for now.

● L115: FC7 card -> first mention, good to give acronym or brief definition of the kind of
card for non experts



○ We think a citation to the FC7 paper is sufficient here. We note that even in the
paper no acronym is stated.

● Fig6: (only five silicon planes pictured) -> (only five silicon planes pictured over 7 in total)
○ We’ve specified that 2 planes of silicon are missing.

● Table1: for different horizontal rotation angles alpha -> where do we see that several
angles have been considered? give a range?

○ We’ve added the range of angles to the Table 1 caption.
● L 5-6. Not sure this description of d_eff is needed, since all discussion are based on U_h

= -350 > U_d of -250V. The d_eff is always d_0 the sensor thickness.
○ We were asked to include the sensor thickness and inactive region, though we

agree this information is not strictly needed.
● It will be nice to have energy spectrum, like MIP ,as a validation plot for the simple

modeling. e.g. Compare MIP measurement between data and simulation
○ It’s not clear where such a spectrum might come from. We have no way of

making this measurement in the data.
● How is the cluster position for cluster size > 1 determined? simple average or energy

weighted position like center of gravity ?
○ The strips have no energy weight, just yes/no for a hit: the geometric center of

the cluster is used (including half-strips)
● The definition of the efficiency should arrive before 5.4 (section 5.3 describes the timing

efficiency without having define the efficiency)
○ The efficiencies here are no the same, so we don’t want to confuse the reader by

defining in 5.3 the one we will use in 5.4 (the threshold in 5.3 is set so low that
the efficiency as described in 5.4 is nearly 100%).

● data path -> jargon
○ The word “path” was replaced with “line” from “data path”. It is now consistent

with the initial description of the DUT.
● L150, it’s written 7% of two strips cluster, but Figure 7, cluster 2 (red dot) shows 9%.

which is correct ? (I think your 7% came from Fig.10 but not consistent with Fig. 7 which
is cited in this paragraph)

○ The correct efficiencies are now stated.
● L203: inconsistently: this sound negative to justify that this calculation was used (or I

missed the point)
○ We’ve rephrased the sentence to “consider” rather than “remove” tracks (since in

some cases tracks were being ignored that should not have been, so it’s not just
the loss of efficiency from tracks that aren’t being counted).

● I would have expect more symmetrical data in figure 9 and 10 (mainly in fig 10). Is it
because the beam clock is not exactly 40MHz while the trigger delay steps are 25/8 ns ?
If yes, it could be specify

○ We’re not sure why the data isn’t symmetric, but don’t want to guess. No
comment added.

● The efficiency plateaus at 99.7% …. Does this efficiency has timing inefficiency folded
in?



● Meaning the working point at Fig 9 seems to be smaller than 99.75%. So line 212
efficiency should not reach 99.7% ?

○ The inefficiency from the timing measurement is not removed. The figures are
difficult to read but it seems that both have maximums around 99.7%, which
would indicate that the true efficiency is 100% if the time-walk is accounted for
(not surprising for 120 GeV protons). Slight discrepancies might arise since these
aren’t the same runs (i.e. the timewalk data is different than the threshold scan,
so the number isn’t expected to be exact).

● Also line 212, 99.7% up to 8000 e- at what rotation angle? All angles?
○ Indeed this was for all angles, which we’ve now noted.

● Figure 11 (right) again the Cluster size >1 fraction @ threshold>6200 is more than 10%
in this plot (not 7% nor 9%)

○ We’ve corrected the values in the text. Here the measurement is slightly different,
so doesn’t need to match exactly (==2 vs >= 2 clusters).

● Fig12: add " for two different rotation angles"
○ We’ve noted that two angles are shown on the plot.

● Line 246-247 needs to be reworded. With rotation angle, the effective pitch distance,
from the projection of single strip silicon volume, is reduced, therefore improving the
residual distribution width.

○ We ‘ve updated the sentence slightly to reflect that the rotated strip has a smaller
effective pitch.

● will you add the detector resolution measured from data
○ It’s hard to add a resolution, but we have added the RMS from the fits.

● perhaps compare the resolution with current tracker
○ Again, the resolution is difficult to quantify (thus the plots), so we will not add

anything further.


